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REFLECTIONS ON MY INQUIRY: 

 "Ms. Kwan, would you like to tether to my phone?  I have an unlimited data plan!"

Edward held up his smartphone and gave me a big grin.   He was offering me (and the whole 

class for that matter) his personal "hot spot".   So generous.   Several students immediately 

accepted his offer and didn't miss a beat while I helped others navigate the airwaves to find a 

strong enough signal to get us through the class.  We were in the middle of a research activity on 

the iPads and our wifi signal was flickering on and off.  The students were exclaiming, "Oh, it's 

okay...I'm on now!   Oh, wait.  Nope."   

  During the first term with my three English 11 classes and my one English 10 course, I 

embarked on my inquiry to engage my students in learning that focussed on AFL strategies. This 

was to enable my learners to be less "marks-centric" and see the value of lifelong learning. I 

wanted them to take ownership for their own learning. 

 The second term saw me fully embrace formative assessment strategies. We maintained 

writing portfolios where they kept their many compositions. They did peer editing and feedback. 

I underlined and commented. In the end they were to choose their "best" piece and submit that 

for summative assessment because of course, I still had to come up with a number for their term 

marks.

 Disappointingly, I saw marks plummet. I was not so happy. They were just as 

disappointed.   My learners told me that because they knew only one piece would be assessed 

summatively, they didn't try as hard for each composition, thinking that they would be able to do 



better next time. That next time never happened for some of them. Also, some students rely on 

the numbers I write on their assignments as an indicator of the level of effort they needed to 

adjust for the next time. Admittedly, this particular method of formative assessment (the ongoing 

portfolio where they choose their best work) was a failure in my mind.   Clearly, something was 

missing.

 Perplexed, I retreated to the safety of instructional techniques I have employed 

successfully for most of my career as an English teacher at this school. I modeled for them a 

composition on my tablet and LCD projector.  We generated checklists and kept rubrics in mind 

while writing.  Students independently completed several compositions in class for practice.  

Then I grouped them for peer editing.  This time however, I told them I'd post online (privately) 

on the class wiki, the best composition their group agreed upon.   Then, the rest of the students 

could look at the models before their next in-class composition, which would be evaluated 

summatively.  After a round of peer editing, I told individuals to take their compositions home 

and address the issues their peers and I noted, underlined or circled. 

 There was additional pressure to produce quality work.  Not only would students be 

producing a composition to be read by their peers, but I asked them to do their best to submit 

next day a paper that was as "perfect" as they could make it.  I told them I'd take a picture of that 

paper and post it online as a model.  I reminded them not to get any help from tutors, parents or 

friends.  Armed with class-generated checklists and rubrics, the students provided feedback to 

their group members and discussed which paper they felt was the best of the group.  Then, they 

had to collaborate to make it even better.  If they found errors or problems in that chosen 

composition, they were to fix them before I took a picture.  I think it was of value to see their 



classmates' writing and to participate in the evaluation of writing.   Their ability to assess the 

level of writing of their peers was good. Additionally, now all the learners could read and review 

online, in the comfort of their own homes, high level compositions generated by their peers.   

Subsequently, they could then compare those papers to their own and address weaknesses in their 

writing,  thereby improving their own compositions. Previously, students rarely had the ability to 

read their peers' marked writing unless they asked their friends.    Now with the teacher's 

artificial structure set up and imposed on them for sharing and assessing work, it felt a bit safer 

to openly read others' work.  It is a definite benefit to be able to read and share model papers. 

 Recently, I had my classes complete another in-class paragraph composition...an analysis 

of a sight poem. This is a composition similar to one that they will find in the English 12 

government exam next year.  I was so happy to see dramatic improvement in their compositions. 

The assessment strategies that we employed recently seemed to have improved many of the 

students' recurring problems. I saw evidence of real learning. I was so relieved!

 Some of the improvements that were noticeable involved:

-topic sentences: T.A.G. (title, author, genre) indicated; rephrasing/responding to the question

-minimum of 3 examples/brief quotes for evidence

-integration of quotes to flow smoothly in their sentences

-organization of ideas

-concluding sentences 

 I am now at a  point where I will ask my learners to reflect once again upon their 

learning.  I find it most useful when they do so on the wiki forum rather than on the hand-written 

personal learning logs that they initially filled in for me.  Their comments online are more fully 



fleshed and they don't have to condense their thoughts into the chart on the personal learning log 

handout.   I will post a thread on my wiki soon and ask them to post their thoughts before the end 

of the term about how the new strategies worked for their learning compared to the first term.

 From comparing my two terms of experimenting with different formative assessment 

techniques and assessment for learning strategies, I have found some practical learning-focused 

activities that fit my teaching style and my students' style of learning.   I will not give up hope for 

portfolios, but I have found a better use for them.  I do not feel that students improved their 

writing skills by maintaining a portfolio of "works in progress".  My recent iteration of this 

technique indicated that it did not necessarily translate into excellence but ended up being a 

collection of unpolished mediocre works-in-progress that they eventually tossed into my recycle 

bin at the end of the year.  Instead, I believe employing electronic portfolios is far superior to the 

paper portfolios.   I will continue to have students post their best work on their personal creative 

writing blogs, of which I have direct hyperlinks to on my class wikispace (http://

uhillenglish.wikispaces.com).  They will have a wonderful paperless e-portfolio that they can add 

to over the years and they can share it with their friends and family if they wish. It is the ideal 

vehicle to promote lifelong learning.


